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OUR MISSION: Protect all children from sexual exploitation through our technological 
innovations, law enforcement partnerships, and international collaborations. 

 
OVERVIEW: 

Child Rescue Coalition protects children globally.  We provide criminal leads to law 
enforcement to help stop child predators around the world and rescue children in 
harm’s way.  At the core of our partnerships with law enforcement, forensic science, 
and prosecutorial resource is leading edge technology that identifies, monitors, and 
ranks online criminal behavior. We currently index 12 billion records from seven 
different "dark web" file-sharing and chat networks.  We have identified 44 million 
unique IP addresses sharing indecent images of children worldwide. We have trained 
investigators in all 50 states and 55 countries around the world who rely on our data to 
rescue children from abusive situations. 
    
Our charter includes both expanding law enforcement utilization of our free technology 
and keeping abreast of predator behavior technologically to ensure continued and 
expanded coverage for our children’s safety. We have trained 7,200 investigators 
globally. Our focus is on the most active and dangerous child abusers.  We can directly 
attribute over 5,000 arrests and the rescue of over 1,000 children in the past 3 years. 
  

CRC NOTABLE RECENT AND UPCOMING ACHIEVEMENTS: 

 Anticipate induction into the Virtual Global Taskforce* 

 Presented to Europol at The Hague, Annual Expert Seminar on Child Exploitation, 
June 2015 

 Significant, national law enforcement operations using CPS have been 
successfully conducted or are currently underway around the world 

 211-Broward Non Profit Academy Award Winner for Child Abuse Prevention and 
Awareness, Feb 2015 

 Endorsement by John Walsh from America’s Most Wanted/The Hunt in April 
2015 http://www.wptv.com/news/region-s-palm-beach-county/boca-
raton/americas-most-wanted-host-supporting-boca-raton-charity-tracking-
down-child-pornographers 

  
* The Virtual Global Taskforce (VGT) seeks to build an effective, international partnership of law 
enforcement agencies, non-government organizations and industry to help protect children from online 
child abuse and other forms of transnational child sexual exploitation.  The objectives of the VGT are: to 
make the internet a safer place, to identify, locate and help children at risk, to hold perpetrators 
appropriately to account. 
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HIGH LEVEL METRICS: 

 The most comprehensive, revolutionary tool of its kind for tracking online child 
predator behavior and for providing compiled, ranked, criminal lead data to 
investigators, forensic analysts, and prosecutors 

 In use by law enforcement for over a decade 

 12 billion records indexed reflecting a population of 44 million offenders globally 

 7,200 licensed and sworn law enforcement investigators trained globally from 
hundreds of law enforcement agencies 

 In use in all 50 US states and 55 countries around the world 

 Over 5,000 arrests and 1,000 children rescued directly attributed to use of our 
technology in the last three years 

 
MORE ABOUT CHILD RESCUE COALITION’S TECHNOLOGY: 

CRC uses state-of-the-art technology to protect children from the horrors of sexual 
abuse. CRC’s revolutionary software—the Child Protection System—is used to rescue 
abused children and to identify and apprehend the most dangerous child sexual 
abusers. The Child Protection System tracks the exchange of graphic images of 
prepubescent children being sexually abused over internet file sharing networks and 
chatrooms. It then compiles and curates those records, which number in the millions, so 
that they are immediately retrievable by law enforcement officials. These records allow 
law enforcement officials to identify the most active and dangerous child abusers and to 
collect sufficient evidence to ensure that those abusers are convicted in court and 
prevented from harming vulnerable children in the future. 
  
Dated, but very good video footage: 
John Walsh on America’s Most Wanted discussing the statewide operation in Florida 
2009:  https://www.gridcop.com/apps/CRC_Walsh_Video.mov 
Prime Time Investigates (RTE Ireland) in 
2010:  http://www.rte.ie/news/player/2010/0531/2763344-prime-time-investigates/ 
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